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Abstract
China has gradually taken its responsibility as a powerful giant country in
today’sΝworldέΝInΝthisΝarticle,ΝIΝtryΝtoΝsummarizeΝtheΝpastΝeconomyΝdevelopmentΝ
in China and to describe the present international situation of China and some
informationΝaboutΝChina’sΝΝtradeΝpartnersΝinΝtoday’sΝrapidlyΝdevelopingΝworldέΝ
And one thing maybe true in terms of China’sΝ attitudeΝ toΝ today’sΝ world,Ν it’s
cooperation.
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Introduction
1. ωhina’s economy development in the past
From the China reform and opening up, average GDP per year in China has achieved
9.5%, which is the fastest one around the world.And the speed is three times the
annual growth rate of the world economy.At present,China is the second largest
economy around the world. The per capita income of urban residents has increased 17
times from 344RMB in 1978 to 6280RMB in 2000.Through a period of high-speed
growth of economy, China now are gradually going into a new term called ‘nОаΝ
normКl’Ν inΝ аhiМhΝ ωhinКΝ МКnΝ stillΝ kООpΝ КvОrКgОΝ ύϊPΝ groаingΝ КtΝ θέηΣΝ spООНέΝ SoΝ itΝ
inНiМКtОsΝthКtΝthОΝpotОntiКlΝПorΝωhinК’sΝОМonomвΝisΝstillΝvОrвΝstrongέ
Finish this paragraph; let us proceed to the next paragraph.
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2. Residents income and consumption level in China

From the data, we can see from 2011 to 2015, China per capita income per year has
increased from 14551 to 21996 yuan and keep a high speed to grow.

However, the per capita in city is near three times that in urban areas which shows the
gap between city and countryside remains really large in China.
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When it comes to the consumption level, the total retail sales of consumer goods has
inМrОКsОНΝ ПromΝ 1κιβίθΝ toΝ γίίλγ1Ν hunНrОНΝ millionΝ вuКnΝ pОrΝ вОКrέΝ AnНΝ it’sΝ ОКsвΝ toΝ
conclude that the consumption of people in China has jumped to a high level with
income increasing.

δОt’sΝ lookΝ КtΝ źngОl’sΝ МoОППiМiОnt,Ν ωhinК’sΝ КvОrКgОΝ źngОlΝ МoОППiМiОntΝ ПromΝ βίίκΝ toΝ
2015 is estimated 36% which is considered as a very low life level comparing to the
US and European countries which is about 20%.
So there is still a significant gap between China and developed countries based on
such statistics.
3έ Some countries’ situation of income, the rich and poor
(1). China
ωommunistΝ ωhinКΝ hКsΝ onОΝ oПΝ thОΝ аorlН’sΝ highОstΝ lОvОlΝ of income inequality, which
thОΝ riМhОstΝ 1ΣΝ oПΝ housОholНsΝ oаningΝ КΝ thirНΝ oПΝourΝ МountriОs’аОКlthέ A report from
Peking University has found. And the poorest 25% of Chinese households own just
1% wealth, the study found.
ωhinК’sΝύiniΝМoОППiМiОntΝПorΝinМomО,К widely used measure of income, was 0.49 in
2012,which has risen from roughly 0.30 in the 1980s.And you should know that the
World Bank considers a coefficient above 0.40 to represent severe income inequality.
Zhao xiaozheng,a sociology professor at Renmin UnivОrsitвΝ inΝ BОijingΝ onМОΝ sКiН,’
There is no doubt that the income gap getting larger and larger.
(2).Foreign countries
AmongΝ thОΝ аorlН’sΝ βηΝ lКrgОstΝ МountriОsΝ ЛвΝ populКtionΝ ПorΝ аhiМhΝ thОΝ АorlНΝ BКnkΝ
tracks Gini data,only South Africa and Brazil are higher than china at 0.63 and
0.53,respectively.The figure for the US is 0.41,which Germany 0.3.As the largest
ОМonomвΝinΝthОΝаorlН,thОΝUS’sΝύiniΝМoОППiМiОntΝКlsoΝprОsОntsΝthКtΝаОКlthΝinОquКlitвΝinΝ
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the US is also worse. So it seems like the large economy have to find ways to reduce
the wealth gap.
АhilОΝ ωhinК’sΝ nОighЛor-Japan, one of the most fair country in the world, which
Gini coefficient is just 0.2490 in 2007, sets a good example to China and the US how
fair the income distribution is in Japan. And in 2007, thОΝ аorlН’sΝ topΝ ηΝ ύiniΝ
coefficient countries is ranked as Denmark (0.2470), Japan(0.2490), Sweden(0.2500),
Czech Republic (0.2540) and Norway (0.2580). So this data statistic indicate that the
situation of income inequality in Japan and many European countries is much better
than China and the US, especially China.
ζέ Future of ωhina’s economy
Although there are some difficult issues waiting our authority and government to
solve, like the inequality of resource distribution between rural and urban areas, the
gap between the rich and poor and so on, the market potential in China is still very
very strong. Why I say so?
τnΝ thОΝ onОΝ hКnН,Ν ωhinК’sΝ lОКНОrshipΝ hКsΝ plОНgОНΝ toΝ КННrОssΝ inОquКlitвέΝ AsΝ ourΝ
prОsiНОntΝ БiΝ JinpingΝ onМОΝ аrotОΝ inΝ PОoplО’sΝ ϊКilв,Ν КΝ govОrnmОnt mouthpiece, in
2014. “АОΝаКntΝtoΝМontinuouslвΝОnlКrgОΝthОΝpiОΝаhilОΝКlsoΝmКkingΝsurОΝthКtΝаОΝНiviНОΝ
thisΝpiОΝМorrОМtlвέΝAnНΝωhinОsОΝsoМiОtвΝhКsΝlongΝhОlНΝthОΝvКluОΝoП’НoΝnotΝаorrвΝКЛoutΝ
thОΝ Кmount,Ν аorrвΝ thКtΝ ОvОrвonОΝ hКsΝ thОΝ sКmОΝ Кmountέ’Ν ”έSo,Ν thisΝ isΝ аhКtΝ ωhinК’sΝ
leadership has pledged to our people to make our life much better and more hopeful.
On the other hand, over the years China has been facing the world with an open
attitude. In August 2013, the State Council formally approved the establishment of
China (Shanghai) free trade pilot area. When the test area is established, the Shanghai
Waigaoqiao Free Trade Zone is the core, and it has become a new experimental field
of China's economy. It has implemented a number of reform measures such as
government function change, financial system, trade service, foreign investment and
taxation policy. Re-export, offshore business development.
As of the end of November 2014, Shanghai Voluntary Trade Experimental Zone, a
total investment of more than 22,000 a year, nearly 14,000 new enterprises, foreign
investment in 160 projects.
Free Trade Zone has responded to the new situation of world economic
development. China (Shanghai) Free Trade Experimental Zone has become a member
of the World Federation of Free Trade Zones, and the World Federation of Free Trade
Zones will help promote the overall liberalization of the world's trade zones. Promote
the establishment of free trade zones around the world, so that most of the foreign
trade, two-way investment to achieve liberalization and facilitation.
5. China role in today’s world
SinМОΝ ‘onОΝЛОltΝ onОΝroКН’Ν МoopОrКtivОΝ initiКtivОΝ аКsΝ proposОНΝ thrООΝ вОКrsΝ Кgo,Ν morОΝ
than 100 countries and international organizations have been involved in the
cooperation with China so farέΝ UntilΝ βί1θΝ Julв,Ν ωhinК’sΝ invОstmОntΝ inΝ rОlОvКntΝ
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МountriОsΝ hКsΝ rОКМhОНΝ η1έ1Ν ЛillionΝ НollКrsΝ КnНΝ ωhinК’sΝ ЛilКtОrКlΝ trКНОΝ vКluОΝ аithΝ
relevant countries has broken by one trillion dollars.
Now, China has established the e-commerce platform with Turkey to make the
trade there more convenient, the autonomous nuclear power technology has gone
abroad to make more weak nations be able to protect their own countries КnНΝаhКt’sΝ
more, the railway from Yiwu and Chongqing (two main trade cities in China) to
Europe have worked, which is a big step for China and Europe getting more relevant
and cooperative.
China has taken on the responsibility of its great powers in new vicissitudes of the
world and has promised to try its best to make Chinese people and the world more
hopeful. China has been trying to make this world more closely, more cooperation.
History will not be back, because there are always some nations and countries who
fight for the peace, for the equality, for the future quietly trying to make this world
more and more peaceful and hopeful.
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